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ON THE £-ADIC REPRESENTATIONS ATTACHED TO
SIMPLE ABELIAN VARIETIES OF TYPE IV

WENCHEN CHI

The l-adic representations associated to prime dimensional type IV absolutely
simple abelian varieties over number fields are studied. The image of such a rep-
resentation was computed. The results coincide with the well-known conjectures
of Mumford and Tate.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let K be an algebraic number field and let if be an algebraic closure of K. Let
GK = Gal (if/if). For an abelian variety A defined over K, we denote by End" (.A)
the endomorphism algebra End-̂ - (A) ®x Q of A. For each prime number I, let Ti be
the Tate module of A and let Vi = Tt ®zt Q/ • The Galois group GK acts continuously
on T/. One has the ^-adic representation pf. GK —* Aut (V/).

According to Albert's classification of division algebras with positive involutions,
the so-called type IV absolutely simple abelian varieties over K are those abelian va-
rieties A with D = End" {A) is a division algebra over its centre E, where E is a
CM-field. Let E+ be the maximal totally real subfield of E. If [D : E] = f2 and
[E+ : Q] = e, then e/2 divides dim.4 (see [6], Section 21). In particular, when
dim A = p is a prime number, it is easy to see that D = E and E is a CM-field of
degree 2p or an imaginary quadratic field. Existence of such type of abelian varieties
over number fields except the case where dim A = 2 and E is an imaginary quadratic
field was proved by Shimura in [12].

In this paper, we are interested in the l-adic representations associated to the
above prime dimensional type IV absolutely simple abelian varieties over number fields.
For the case where E is a CM-field of 2 dim A, the Q -̂Lie algebra Qi of the image
of the i-adic representation is well-known to be equal to M.i = M. ®Q Qe i where M
is the Q-Lie algebra of the Mumford-Tate group associated to A (thought of as over
C). This is due to Taniyama and Shimura in [11]. In the sequel, we shall study the
remaining cases. Namely, dim A = p is an odd prime number and End" (.A) = E is an
imaginary quadratic field.
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Fix a if-polarisation on A once for all. Let rf> be the associated Riemann form
on Ve- The induced Rosati involution on E is the complex conjugation. One has
ip(av, w) = if>(v,7xw) for a in E and v, w in V/. The Tate module Vi is a free
Ei = E ®Q Q/-module of rank p. Let Gvt be the algebraic envelope of the £-adic
Lie group Gi — Im pi. By the theorem of Faltings ([4], Section 5, Satz 3), Gvt is a
reductive algebraic group over Q/. Let S\r( be the connected component of the identity
of Gvt H SLyt and let 5/ be its Lie algebra. By replacing the base field K by a finite
extension, we may assume that End^r(-A) = Endjf (.A). Then Gvt{Qt) is contained in
the commutant of Ei in the symplectic similitudes GSp(Vi, i(>). On the other hand,
let a be a nonzero element in E such that a = —a. It can be shown that there is a
unique J5/-Hermitian form <f> on Vi such that

^(w, w) — TrEt/sl (a^(u, to)) for all v, w in V/.

The commutant of Ei in the symplectic group Sp(Vt, ij>) is easily seen to be the unitary
group U(Vi/Et, <)>) , which can be regarded as an algebraic group over Q/.

By an -£-adic analogy to the method in [7, 13], we shall prove that, for all prime di-
mensional absolutely simple abelian varieties of type IV over number fields, the reductive
Lie algebra Si is equal to the Lie algebra of U(Vi/Et, <fi) . In particular, Qi = M. ®Q Qt
as was conjectured in [5]. Consequently, the conjecture of Tate on algebraic cycles (see
[15]) is true for all prime dimensional absolutely simple abelian varieties of type IV over
number fields.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. THE ALGEBRAIC ENVELOPE Gvt •

Let A be an abelian variety defined over a number field K. For each prime number
£, let pi: GK —» Aut (V/) be the associated l-adic representation. The image Gi of pi
is then an £-adic Lie group. Let Gt be the Lie algebra of Gi. It is easily seen that Qt

is invariant under finite extensions of the base field K.
Let Gvt be the algebraic envelope of Gi, that is, Gvt is the smallest algebraic

subgroup of GLvt defined over Q/ such that Gi is contained in Gvt(Qi)- By the
Theorems of Faltings ([4], Section 5, Satz 3, 4), Qi (respectively Gvt) is reductive
and EndP/ (Vi) = Endjc (A) ®z Qi (respectively E n d O v ^ ) (Vi) = End*- (A) <g>z Q/).
On the other hand, Bogomolov ([1], Corollary 1) proved that Gi (respectively Gvt)
contains the homotheties Qi (respectively Gm). Replacing the base field if by a finite
extension of if, we may assume that Gvt is connected (see [2], Section 3.3). Let Svt be
the connected component of the identity of Gyt D SLvt • Then Svt is again a connected
reductive algebraic subgroup of GLvt defined over Q/. Then Gvt = Svt-Gm- Let 5/
be the Lie algebra of Svt • Then Si is a reductive Lie algebra over Q/ and Gt =
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2.2 T H E H O D G E - T A T E DECOMPOSITION OF VI. (see [8,10])

Let Ci be the completion of a fixed algebraic closure of Q/ and let Si be the set
of all finite places of K dividing I. For each v 6 Si, let Kv be the algebraic closure
of Kv in C/. As a Gal (Kv/Kv) -module, it is well-known that Vi is a Hodge—Tate
module of weights 0 and 1, each of them with multiplicity dim A (due to Tate and
Raynaud, see [10], p.157). Denote the Hodge-Tate decomposition of Vi by V/®^ Ct =

Vct(0) © Vct{l)- More precisely, Vct{0) is the cotangent space (over Ct) to the dual
abelian variety A of A at its origin and Vct(l) is the 1-fold Tate twist of the tangent
space (over Ci) to A at its origin (see [16], Corollary 2 of Theorem 3).

For each v 6 5 / , let v be an extension of v to K. Then the local Galois group
Gal (if ,,//(„) can be identified with the decomposition group D^ for v in Gal( i? /K) .
Let I-* be the inertia subgroup of D^. Then the algebraic envelope of pi(ha) is an
algebraic subgroup of Gvt • By a theorem of Sen ([8], Section 6), the one-parameter
subgroup hvt of GLvt.c defined by

maps Gm/ct into the algebraic envelope of p/(/^-) over Ct. So hvt is a one-parameter
subgroup of Gvt defined over Ct.

2.3. T H E UNITARY GROUP Z7(V//B/, <f>).

For our purpose, we now assume that E = End" (A) is an imaginary quadratic
field. For a fixed /T-polarisation on A, let if) be the associated Riemann form on Vt.

The induced Rosati involution on E is the complex conjugation. Let Ei — E ® Q Q/.
The Tate module Vt is then a free ^/-module of rank dim A. By Q/-linearity, the
complex conjugation on E extends to an involution on the Q/-algebra Ei. We denote
it again by ~. Then

i{>(av, w) = rfi(v, aw) for all v, w in Vf,a in

Let TIE(,Q be the regular trace of Ei over Q/. The following results are an
analogy of Lemmas 4.6, 4.7 in [3].

LEMMA 2 . 1 . Let V and W be free Ei-modules of Unite rank and let ifr: V X

W —» Qi be a Q/-biIinear form such that i(>(ev, w) = ip(v, ew) for all e in Et, v in

V, and w in W. Then there exists a unique Ei-bUinear form <f> such that

ij)(v, w) = TTE1/Q (4>(V, W)) for all V in V, W in W.
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PROOF: I/> defines a Q/-linear map V ®Et W —» Qi, that is, an element of the
Q/-linear dual of V ®El W. But Trs / / Q identifies the Q/-linear dual of V®Et W with

the .E^-linear dual, and ip with $. D

LEMMA 2 . 2 . Let a £ i£* be such that a = —a. Tien tiere exists a unique

i?/-Hennitian form <j> on Vt sucA that r{)(v, w) = TTE^^ (a<f>(v, w)) {or all v, w in Vt.

PROOF: Take V to be Vt and W to be Vt with £/ acting through the involution
~ . Then, by Lemma 2.1, there exists a unique ^/-sesquilinear form 4>i on Vt such that

Let ^ = a - 1 ^ i be such that ^(w, w) = Tr£//0 (a^(w, w)). Since <j> is sesquilinear,

it remains to show that <t>{y, w) = <f>(w, v).

By rj)(v, w) — —rj){w,v) for all v, w in Vt, TiEl/(i (a<f>(v,w)) =

-TrBt/Qi{atfv>, v)) = Tr«|/Q<(a^(iD, v)).

Replacing v by ev with e in 1?/, one finds that T r ^ . (ae<j>(v, w)) =

TTEt/(ii(ae<f>(w, v)). On the other hand, TrBl/iii(ae<f>(v, w)) = TrEl/Qt\ae4>(v, w)j

and as ae is an arbitrary element of Ei, the non-degeneracy of the trace implies that

<t>[y, w) = <t>[w, v). The uniqueness of <f> is obvious from Lemma 2.1. D

LEMMA 2 . 3 . The commutant of Et in Sp(Vi, i/>) is equal to U(Vi/Bl, 4>) •

PROOF: Let T e Sp(Vi, ij>) be such that Ta = aT for all a in Et. Then T
can be thought of as an element in Aut^ (Vt) • It is easy to check that the map
(v, w) i-+ 4>(Tv, Tw) is an ^-Hermitian form.

On the other hand, il>(Tv, Tw) = i/>(v, w) is equivalent to TrE//|(} (a<j>(Tv, Tw)) =

(a<f>(v, w)). By the uniqueness of <j>, this amounts to saying that 4>(Tv, Tw) =

U

REMARK. For those I which remain prime in E, t/(V//^> <£) ls a:a algebraic group
over the field Et. By Weil's restriction of scalars, it can be thought of as a connected
algebraic group over <Q>/. For those £ such that Et = Qt © Q*, although U {Vt/Et > 4>)

is an algebraic group over Q/, it doesn't seem to be obvious that U(yt/Et> 4>) is a
connected algebraic group.

3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT

In this section, let A be an abelian variety defined over a number field K where
dim .4 — p is an odd prime number and E = End" (A) is an imaginary quadratic field.
For simplicity, we shall assume the following conditions (by extending the base field
K):

(i) EndK(A)=Endjc(A).
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(ii) E C K C ~K (identifying E as a subfield of H).

(iii) The algebraic envelope Gvt is connected.

Fix a non-zero element a in E such that a — —a. Then as in Section 2.3, let

U(Vi/Ety <f) be the unitary group with respect to the i?{-Hermitian form <f> associated

with the Riemann form i/> on the free ^/-module Vt of rank p .

We now prove the main theorem.

THEOREM 3 . 1 . The reductive Lie algebra St is equal to the Lie algebra of

PROOF: By Lemma 2.3, it is clear that Si is contained in lAe(U(yt/Et, <f>)). On
the other hand, it is easily seen that dimQ^ Lie(U{Vt/Bi I </>)) = P2 • It suffices to show
that dim Syt is at least p2 — 1 and the centre of G\rt is at least of dimension 2.

Now, we divide the rest of the proof into the following steps:

STEP 1. Decomposition of Vi by the action of Et.

Let Vt = Ve ®Q, Ct,^i = Ei ®Qt Ci = E ®Q Ct, and let {a, T} be the two
embeddings of E into Ct. Corresponding to a, r, one has an .E/fGyJ-module de-
composition V t = X @Y. Namely, X = {v £ V i \ e • v = <r(e)v for all e in E} and
Y = {v G Vi | e • v — r(e)v for all e in E}. Since Vi is a free ^/-module, both of X
and Y are p-dimensional C^-vector spaces.

Let H be the image of the representation pi: Gvl/C —» GLx given by the action

o f Gvi/ct
 o n X-

LEMMA 3 . 1 . 1 . H is a reductive connected algebraic subgroup of GLx and
Endn {X) = Ct. In particular X is an irreducible H-module.

PROOF: By the theorems of Faltings ([4], Section 5, Satz 3, 4) Gvt/C acts on

Vi and hence on X semisimply. Moreover, one has E n d o v (Q^) (Vt) = Et. By Et —

Ct x Ct, one concludes that End// (X) = Ct.

S T E P 2. The Hodge-Tate decomposition of F/ .

As in Section 2.2, Vt has a Hodge-Tate decomposition Vt = Vcl{0)®Vcl(l) with
dimV'c/(0) = dim V'c/(1) = p . Here Vc^O) is the cotangent space (over Ct) to the dual
abelian variety A/ct

 a t i t s origin. Let M — Vc^O) and N = Vct(l). From condition
(ii) of our assumption, both M, N axe ^/-modules. Accordingly, M — Ma © MT,

where E acts via a on the former space and via r on the latter. Similarly, one has
N — Na © NT. Let dim Ma = na and dim MT — nT. Then n , + n T = p , where p ^ 3 .

Fix an isomorphism between C/ and C. Consider the dual module of the Ef

module Lie(A/C() (that is the tangent space of A/ct
 a t its origin). By a result of

Shimura ([12], Theorem 5), one concludes that both na and nT are positive. D
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LEMMA 3 . 1 . 2 . X = Ma © Na and dim Ma, dim Na are relatively prime.

PROOF: Vt = X © Y = (Mff © MT) © (Na © NT). One sees easily that X =
(X D M) © (X n N) = Ma © Na. In particular, dim Na =nr. Since nff+nT=p (odd
prime), so nff, nr are relatively prime.

Note that Lemmas 3.1.1, 3.1.2 verify the hypotheses of a theorem of Serre ([9],

Theorem 3). So we conclude that H = GLx • In particular, pi maps the commutator

subgroup of Gvt ,c onto SLx • This shows that dim Svt is at least p2 — 1.

STEP 3. The 2-dimensional C/-torus TE1)CI ^ Gm/C/ x Gm/C< . Let TBl/Ot ^

Gm,c x Gm,c be the 2-dimensional torus Et over C/. Recall that Gvt(Ct) is con-

tained in Aut¥ / (F/) = GLX@GLY. Let 0: GV/(C/) C Aut¥/ (V*) - ^ TE / / C < be the

determinant map. Bogomolov ([1], Corollary 1) asserts that Gvl/C contains the ho-

motheties Gm.c . So, the image of 0 contains the diagonal of Gm/ct x Gmjct • On the

other hand, the map 0ohVl: Gm/Ct % G?v//C/ -^ TEt/Cl &ves (6 ° hvt)(c) = (c"T, cn*)

for all c in Gm,c • Since na ^ nT, the image of 6 o Av̂  is distinct from the diagonal

of Gm/C x Gm,c • It follows that 6 is surjective.

So the 2-dimensional torus TB1/C is a quotient of Gvl/C • We conclude that the

centre of Gv( has dimension at least 2.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. U

COROLLARY 3 . 2 . For all prime dimensional absolutely simple abelian varieties

of type IV over number fields,

PROOF: This follows immediately from Theorem 3.1, Theorem 2 in [7], and the
result of Taniyama and Shimura in [11] D

COROLLARY 3 . 3 . The Tate conjecture is true for all prime dimensional abso-

lutely simple abelian varieties of type IV over number fields.

PROOF: After Faltings proved his theorems ([4], Section 5, Satz 3, Satz 4), it is
well-known that if Qi = A4 ®Q <Q>*, then the conjectures of Hodge, Tate on algebraic
cycles (see [7, 15]) over A(C), A respectively are equivalent. On the other hand,
Hodge's conjecture for all prime dimensional absolutely simple abelian varieties of type
IV was proved in [14]. U

CONCLUDING REMARK. Let A be a prime dimensional absolutely simple abelian vari-
ety over a number field K. According to Theorem 2 of Section 21 in [6], one has the
following possibilities:

Type I. dim>l is a prime number and End^-(A) = Z.
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Type II. dim A = 2 and End° {A) is an indefinite quaternion algebra over Q.

Type III. dim A — 2 and End" (A) is a definite quaternion algebra over Q.

Type IV. A is as in Section 1.

In his 1984-85 course at College de France, J-P. Serre has proved Qt ~ ap(2d, Qt)®

<Q)/, where d = dim A is odd and E n d ^ ( A ) = Z . For dim A = 2 and A of type II,

QL = M ® Q Qi is well-known (see [2], Corollary 4.2). On the other hand, according to

a result of Shimura ([12], Theorem 5), the above Type III abelian variety of dimension

2 doesn't exist. Taking all of these into account, Corollaries 3.2, 3.3 are true for all

prime dimensional absolutely simple abelian varieties over number fields.
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